Jennifer Rose
Original Rock Music.
Recently recorded three songs with Producer/Engineer Mikal Blue (Sony) and working toward funding to record the
remainder of her upcoming CD, “Faith, Love & Rock ‘n Roll”. The single “What if?” is receiving radio play in
connection to recent tragic events in the USA and around the world. Lyrics & melodies for another 20+ songs are
nearing completion.
“I wrote ‘What if?’ to inspire peace. I'm heartbroken to hear about the countless acts of violence that take place
daily. I am posting my song, "What if?" to promote peace, healing and love. Sending out my love into the world
today and always.” – Jennifer Rose
Personal experience make the best lyrics and Jennifer’s lyrics touch on life, death & conquering the unknown, often
served with a side of playful attitude. However, underlying the stories are messages of inspiration &
empowerment, of living life on your own terms, overcoming whatever or whoever attempts to keep you down. Of
believing in miracles & dreams-come-true, but most importantly, being the catalyst that makes them come true.
Life IS the journey and the size of the obstacles define how great your achievements. If you can see it, you can
achieve it. And the stars in the sky burn very clearly these days.
As always, each of Jennifer’s lyrics are woven with a well-defined soundtrack in her mind. As a classically trained
vocalist, Jennifer likes her songs melodic using a wide dynamic range with soaring melodies and anthemic choruses.
For “Faith, Love & Rock ‘n Roll’ the music will be modern rock with occasional flavorings from a variety of other
genres ranging from pop to gospel. If you listen closely you may also hear an occasional nod to a few recently
discovered influential sounds from the 70’s.
From a very early age music was everything to me. There was nothing else that I cared so deeply about. It was more
than just a way for me to express myself whenever I was happy, sad, lonely, love struck, angry, etc. I never thought
about fame, only how amazing it would be to make my whole world about music.
Although I am a classically trained vocalist and have performed & recorded in a dozen different genres, I love Rock!
Rock comes with a different attitude than other genres. Rock represents strength, an attitude that says "I live my
life for ME, on MY own terms. As a female artist it is important to me that I write songs that appeal to both sexes
and that I write with a strong opinion & stance.

Releases:



Previously released 10-song CD “Alone & Unsupervised”
o CD Baby, iTunes, Amazon Music, Spotify, Google Play, Rhapsody, iHeartRadio, etc.
Recently released three singles
o What if?
http://itunes.apple.com/album/id1112346187?ls=1&app=itunes
o Galaxy
o Love is the Light
iTunes, Apple Music, Amazon Music, YouTube, Spotify, Google Play, Slacker, Deezer, Grove, Tidal,
Rhapsody, iHeartRadio, etc.
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Licensing:



CBS used a previous Jennifer Rose song in their radio ad for the 2014-15 TV season of “Two Broke Girls”.
CBS also used a Jennifer Rose song on “The Bold and the Beautiful”.

Jennifer Rose songs are heard on 50+ radio stations in the US, Europe, Canada, South America and Japan. Jennifer
Rose songs were also featured between live bands at FireFest (UK). Magazine interviews include Muen Magazine
and Metal Pit in the US, Power Play magazine in the UK, Hard Metal Forces magazine in Japan, and Legends
Magazine in Canada.

Radio Interviews:







ARfm Radio
The Edge 100.1 FM
The Edge 100.1 FM
Magic 99.1 FM
Blast! Radio 1386
Blast! Radio 1386

- DJ Steve
- discussed Jennifer Rose on “London Calling” with the UK’s Kelv Hellraser
- DJ JJ Duran – Los Angeles
- DJ Mark Madia
- DJ Mark Watkins
- DJ Mark Watkins (follow-up to first interview)

Airplay:
USA:



















KNYN MAGIC 99.1 (CO)
The Edge 100.1 (CA)
- mention on "London Calling" segment with Kelv Hellrazer (UK)
The Edge 100.1 (CA)
- follow-up interview with DJ Jeff Duran
KBRE 92.5, The Bear, (CA)
WBRU (Providence, RI)
WOS Radio (iTunes, SoundCloud, TuneIn, Stitcher, etc.)
Hair Hut Radio, (NY - college)
Metal Head Radio, (MA, CA)
Radio Ugly, (NV, OH, TN)
Maximum Threshold Radio, (OH)
The Razors Edge Radio, (MN)
Galactic World Radio, (GA)
Village Music Shop Web Radio, (NY)
The Witching Hour Radio Show, (GA)
Soupy Gato Radio (MI)
Rock Stars Glued Radio
Radio Lake George, (NY)
2 Brothers Radio (Live365)

Outside the USA:





ARfm Radio, (UK)
102.8 Chorley FM, (UK)
BLAST! Radio 1386, (UK)
SourceFM 96.1 (UK)
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Hair Metal Haven with Chris Nelson, (UK)
WYKKYD BRU Radio, (UK)
Metal Asylum Radio Show, (UK)
TCFM All Girls Radio, (UK)
Rock Radio (UK)
Sunshine LIVE, (Netherlands)
The Rock and Roll Report (Canada)
CIFA 104.1 FM (Canada)
95x Radio (Rep. of El Salvador)

FEATURED Artist:






Clear Channel NEW! Featured Artist
- Star 98.7 FM, Los Angeles
- 104.3 MyFM, Los Angeles
- KISS 102.7 FM, Los Angeles
- 98ROCK, Tampa Bay, FL
Smokin Tunz Radio - Sept, 2008
Incite Rockit n Mix - online magazine
Jambonie.com

Reviews:
Rob Evans, Power Play Magazine (UK) - Issue No 112
CD: Alone & Unsupervised
To finish things off for this month I’d like you to cast your mind back to last year and a rather impressive demo from
Jennifer Rose (c’mon, admit it, you remember the picture if nothing else). Well, she’s back and back with a very
impressive debut album called "Alone & Unsupervised". If ever Debbie Harry got into bed with Lemmy (hey, they’re
of a similar age, stranger things have happened) then lil’ Jen would be their bitchin’ offspring. This girl was born to
rock and this album is the livin’ proof. Songwise, it’s comparable to the likes of Lita Ford or Pat Benatar but better
than anything that these two ever recorded in the last fifteen years. It’s intelligent hard rock that never takes itself
too seriously. I loved this album and you can check it out at www.JenniferRoseRocks.com
Melodic Hard Rock Today - CD Review - Norway
CD: Alone & Unsupervised
...(edited)... Her (Jennifer Rose) debut album Alone & Unsupervised is really a great rock album, and it’s not every
day female rock artists of this caliber shows up and impress me like this! Musically this is a mix of Hard Rock, Classic
Rock and Glam Rock with a lot of energy and power from Jennifer Rose! I have missed a rocking girl like this, and
have to go back many years in my record collection to find such a great album like this! ... enjoy some really great
addictive, memorable hard rocking songs of the finest mark!
... check out Jennifer Rose now!!!!
Rock Report - CD Review - Belgium
CD: Alone & Unsupervised

Jennifer Rose
Original Rock Music.
When I put Ms. Rose's CD in my player for the first time my immediate thoughts were quite simple &
straightforward: another gal going the path of the rock-chick, a blending of Blondie's mainstream capabilities & the
hard rocking side of Pink. After a few spins however I discovered there was more than met my eye on that initial
encounter, which is already more than a handful, by the way.
Ms. Rose is rocking slightly harder than the competition. Just put on 'Toe 2 Toe', an AC/DC-styled rocker with a
voice heavily reminiscent of a young Pat Benatar and you'll understand perfectly what I'm getting at here. Or listen
to 'I Go A Little Mental' where the relentless rocking is putting most of her male counterparts to full-on shame. I'm
glad to say that Jennifer Rose provided us with a very refreshing, hard hittin' release in an otherwise very dull
musical year.
Rob Evans, Power Play Magazine (UK) - Issue No 105
CD: Alone & Unsupervised
"I’m going to finish the month with a bang (I should be so lucky). All of you people that have been starved of some
good, honest, female fronted hard rock can look no further than America’s Jennifer Rose. This peroxide
powerhouse has come out fighting with a very impressive four-track demo that will evoke memories of Joan Jett,
Lita Ford and Pat Benatar. She should also appeal to the likes of Kelly Clarkson’s and Pink’s audience as she has a
similar tempo, only with a heavier delivery. She looks good, she’s got memorable songs and she rocks. What more
could you ask for? Her phone number, maybe? I like this chick. The music industry needs more like her.“

